Mill Drive
Hove

Guide Price £750,000 - £800,000.
Set back from a pretty tree-lined road behind, this simply stunning semi-detached home has been renovated by
the current owners to an enviably high specification. Underfloor heating and bespoke storage are subtle
additions, a Farrow & Ball palette lends a tasteful backdrop and matt black fittings throughout add consistency
and style.
Stretching out across the full depth of the house, a magnificent living/dining/kitchen area instantly creates a
feeling of space. Beautifully lit by double aspect windows, the warm tones of its wood floor perfectly complement
the colour scheme. Wide bi-fold doors entice you onto the large paved patio, while the hand-painted Green
Smoke kitchen is superbly appointed with stone countertops, two Neff slide and hide ovens and an integrated
dishwasher. A breakfast bar adds to the sociable feel and an app controlled hob and brass handles and tap are
notable additions. A utility/WC with its elegant wall panelling and storage accommodates your laundry
appliances, cleverly designed shoe storage is discreetly incorporated beneath the stairs, and bespoke hallway
cupboards give a refined dash of colour.
On the upper two storeys four excellent bedrooms produce an ideal amount of family accommodation. A
principal bedroom sits exclusively on the top floor with a walk-in wardrobe and an utterly luxurious en suite
bathroom with a wetroom waterfall shower arranged in a sultry teal herringbone tile setting. Each of the
additional three bedrooms benefit from fitted wardrobes and share a first class bathroom that complements the
en suite with sensor mood lighting.
Step out from the open plan ground floor onto the spacious paved patio of the landscaped garden that's perfectly
sized for al fresco entertaining. Steps lead up to a raised lawn framed by long rows of well-planted timber
flowerbeds, while a statuesque fir tree gives dappled shade.
An office/gym is a prized added bonus and the broad driveway has off-road parking for several vehicles.
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"We renovated this house to be our dream home, exactly how we wanted it with no expense
spared. If it wasn't for the fact that we're expecting a new baby we wouldn't contemplate moving.
The garden is ideal for our children, it's lovely to be able to just open the bi-fold doors for them
and let them play in the garden, and the proximity to Hove Park is amazing. We love the home
office/gym, it's an incredible space to have and it has room for an additional tumble dryer if you
need it. The sensor mood lighting is great to use during the night and we made a conscious
decision to exclude any silver or chrome finishes, favouring matt black throughout.
This is just such a fantastic family home in a lovely neighbourhood where you can choose to
keep to yourself or become a local."
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